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A phase diagram for variable hole to electron mass ratio of two-component Coulomb crystals is presented
as result of the first-principle computer simulations. A critical mass ratio for the existence of quantum
Coulomb crystals is of the order of 80 in three dimensions. At very low temperature the electron – hole
system with decreasing hole mass can form antiferromagnetic crystal structure composed by two perfect
hole lattices each consisting of the holes with the same spin projections.
© 2007 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim

1 Introduction
The present paper applies the quantum path integral Monte Carlo method (PIMC) to electron–hole plasmas (two-component plasma, TCP) with strong mass-asymmetry. In contrast to hydrogen (and similar)
plasmas, here also the heavy component (the holes) has to be treated quantum mechanically [1, 2]. Section 2 gives the brief theoretical background. Then an extensive numerical study of a two-component
Coulomb systems is presented in Section 3. In particular the electron–hole configurations, spindependent and spin-averaged pair distribution functions and the electron–hole phase diagram for variable hole to electron mass ratio are calculated in a wide range of temperatures and densities.

2 Path integral representation of thermodynamic quantities
We consider a neutral two-component plasma consisting of N e = N h = N electrons and holes in equilibrium with the Hamiltonian Hˆ = Kˆ + Uˆ c , containing kinetic energy K̂ and Coulomb interaction energy
c
Uˆ c = Uˆ hh
+ Uˆ eec + Uˆ ehc contributions. The thermodynamic properties in the canoncial ensemble with given
ˆ
temperature T and fixed volume V are fully described by the density operator ρˆ = e - β H /Z with the partition function
Z ( Ne , Nh , V ; β ) =

*

1
Â dq ρ (q, σ ; β ) ,
N e!N h! σ VÚ

(1)
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where β = 1/kBT , and ρ (q, σ ; β ) denotes the diagonal matrix elements of the density operator at a
given value σ of the spin variable. In Eq. (1), q = {qe , qh } and σ = {σ e , σ h } are the spatial coordinates
and spin degrees of freedom of the electrons and holes, i.e. qa = {q1,a . . . ql ,a . . . qNa ,a } and
σ a = {σ 1,a . . . σ l ,a . . . σ Na ,a }, with a = e, p.
Of course, the exact density matrix of interacting quantum systems is not known (particularly for low
temperatures and high densities), but it can be constructed using a path integral approach [3, 4] based on
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
the operator identity e - β H = e -Dβ H ◊ e -Dβ H . . . e -Dβ H , where Dβ = β /(n + 1) , which allows us to rewrite the
integral in Eq. (1)

ÂÚ dq
σ

(0)

ρ (q (0) , σ ; β ) = Ú dq (0) . . . dq ( n ) ρ (1) ◊ ρ (2) . . . ρ ( n )

¥ Â Â Â ( ±1)

κ Pe +κ Ph

σ

Pe

Ph

S (σ , Pˆe Pˆhσ a¢ ) ¥ Pˆe Pˆh ρ ( n +1) |q( n+1) = q( 0) , σ ¢ = σ .

(2)

The spin gives rise to the spin part of the density matrix (S ) with exchange effects accounted for by
the permutation operators P̂e and P̂h acting on the electron and hole coordinates q ( n +1) and spin projections σ ¢. The sum is over all permutations with parity κ Pe and κ Ph . In Eq. (2) the index k = 1. . . n + 1
ˆ
labels the off-diagonal high-temperature density matrices ρ ( k ) ∫ ρ ( q ( k -1) , q ( k ) ; Dβ ) = ·q ( k -1) | e -Dβ H |q ( k ) Ò.
Accordingly each particle is represented by a set of n + 1 coordinates (“beads”), i.e. the whole
configuration of the particles is represented by a 3( N e + N h ) (n + 1) -dimensional vector
( n +1)
( n +1)
q ∫ {q1(0)
, q2(0),e . . . q2( n,e+1) , . . . qN( ne+,e1) ; q1(0)
,e , . . . q1,e
,h . . . q N h ,h }. For PIMC details see [5, 6].

3 Coulomb crystallization
For qualitative estimations of TCP crystal parameters let us consider well known results of onecomponent plasma (OCP). The necessary condition for the existence of a crystal in the OCP is that the
mean hole Coulomb interaction energy, e 2 /r ( r denotes the mean inter-hole (or inter-electon) distance),
exceeds the mean kinetic energy (thermal energy 3/2kBT or Fermi energy EF in classical or quantum
plasmas, respectively) by a factor Γ larger than Γ cr which, in a classical OCP is given by 175 (137) in
3d (2d) [7, 8]. So for the existence of a Coulomb crystal in the presence of a classical uniform gas of
electrons, we first require that the heavy component is able to form a classical OCP crystal, i.e. Γ ≥ Γ cr
and, secondly, that the electrons do not destroy that crystal, e.g., as a result of screening of the heavy
particle interaction.

Fig. 1 (online colour at: www.pss-b.com) Qualitative phase diagram of a two-component plasma in the
plane of dimensionless electron temperature Te = 3kBT/2 EB and density parameter 1/rse . The blue line indiMott
cates the boundary of the Coulomb bound state phase given by rs (Te ). The red full (dashed) line is the
boundary of the hole crystal for M = 200 ( M = 100 ) with the asymptotics given by Γ ≥ Γ cr (green
dashed lines) [2].
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However, the main obstacle for the crystal turns out to be the formation of bound states (atoms, excitons with binding energy EB and etc.), because this reduces the h–h correlation energy causing violation
of condition Γ ≥ Γ cr . Therefore, we require that no significant fraction of heavy particles is trapped in
Coulomb bound states. This crystal of heavy particles will survive in the presence of electrons only if
bound states are unstable, which, occurs due to pressure ionization at high densities above the Mott density, i.e. rse ∫ r/aB £ rsMott ª 1 - 2 ( aB denotes the effective Bohr radius). In a quantum OCP at zero temperature the coupling strength is measured by the Brueckner parameter, rse ∫ r/aB , with a critical value
for crystallization of rscr ª 33 (100) in 2d (3d) [9, 10]. The condition for crystallization of the holes follows from the quantum OCP result, rse = r/aB ≥ rscr .
Now let us discuss the qualitative phase diagram of the TCP. Consider first the case of a hole crystal
in semiconductors which is embedded into dense Fermi gas of electrons, see Fig. 1. The holes behave
classically above the black dotted line and quantum-mechanically below (this line is given by nh Λh3 = 1,
where Λh = h/ 2πmh kBTh is the hole deBroglie wave length). The e–h bound state phase is shown in the
left part and contains excitons and biexcitons. On leaving this phase across its boundary (given by the
blue line rse (Te ) = rsMott (Te ) ) the fraction of bound states rapidly vanishes in favor of unbound e–h pairs
with the holes showing liquid-like behavior. Upon further compression (at low temperatures Te < T *
related to condition Γ > Γ cr ) the hole liquid crystallizes, provided the hole are classical particles with
large enough mass (above the black dotted line). At the density 1/rse = 2 quantum melting of the crystal is
observed at zero temperature (vertical dashed green line). The entire hole Coulomb crystal phase for
M = 200 is marked by the full red line in Fig. 1. When M is reduced the crystal phase shrinks (see the
red dashed line corresponding to M = 100 ) until for M = M cr it vanishes.
Coulomb crystallization of the holes and quantum melting were directly verified by the PIMC simulation. Presented in Fig. 2 snapshots show of the electron–hole states in the simulation box at fixed temperature and density, but for decreasing values of M = mh /me . In all figure parts, the electrons form a
nearly homogeneous Fermi gas – the individual electrons penetrate each other and extend far beyond the
main simulation cell shown by the grid lines (to simulate a macroscopic system, this cell is periodically
repeated in three (X, Y, Z) space directions). At the same time, the hole arrangement changes dramatically. At M = 800 holes are periodically ordered in space, at M = 100 and between M = 100 and 50 the
holes crystal melts, at M = 50 the hole structure resembles liquid and at M = 1, the holes are in a gas-like
state (similar to the electrons). The figure also clearly shows the mechanism of this quantum phase transition: with increase of M the individual hole wave packets shrink continuously until at M = 800 they
collapse into a dot. The crystal melts when the decay length of the hole wave functions exceeds a critical
size.
The quantum crystal–liquid transition at fixed temperature and density ( rse = 0.63) is further supported by the behavior of the spin-averaged and spin-dependent pair distribution functions (PDFs),
shown in Fig. 3a)–d). The PDF g hh demonstrate a hole crystal formation with increasing hole mass. At
the mass ratios, density and temperature, when the hole ordering exists, the holes are still well localized,
while the electrons are strongly degenerate and delocalized (see Fig. 2). In our simulation we can not

Fig. 2 Electron – hole snapshots for kBT /Eb = 0.064 , rse = 0.63, M = 800, 100, 50 (from left to right, respectively).
Empty (filled) circles are electron (hole) beads.
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Fig. 3 (online colour at: www.pss-b.com) For quantum liquid –
crystal hole transition at rse = 0.63 the PDF g ab averaged over
spin projections are shown on figures a), b), c) and d). Solid lines
present g ee , dashed lines – g hh , dotted-dashed lines – g eh . The
PDF g hh for parallel e) and antiparallel f) spin projections are
related to the transition of the hole crystal ( M = 400 – dashed
lines) to the antiferromagnetic crystal structure ( M = 100 – dotted-dashed lines) with decreasing hole mass at rse = 1.13.
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resolve the energy spectrum but observe a thermal averages of all allowed energies. At the same time the
simulations yield information about the spatial distribution of the all particles. As the PDFs g eh and g ee
show, we observe a inhomogeneous space distribution of electrons. The physical evidence of this phenomenon can be understood from the behavior of g ee and g eh (Fig. 3b)–d)) and electron–hole snapshots
on Fig. 4. Functions g ee for ordered hole structures have the sharp peaks at small distances between electrons, while g eh are periodically oscillating functions. Peak of g ee exists only if the holes are ordered. So
the density of the highly degenerated nearly free electrons in a hole periodic and quasi-periodic potential
field is nonuniform and has interference maxima (see Fig. 4) related to the variation of the modulus of
the electron wave functions according to the Bloch theorem and electron energy band structure. Quasilattice of negative charges related to these maxima lowers the crystal energy. So this quasi-lattice increases the critical temperature and reduces the critical value of Γ cr for hole crystallization. As consequence at finite temperature the crystal phase is more stable than predicted by the OCP plasma model in
which the electrons are assumed to form a strictly uniform background. For mass ratios smaller than 50
and temperature kBT/EB > 0.064 the hole ordering is destroyedand this peak in electron–electron PDFs
disappears. With decrease hole mass at some point the hole wave length becomes so large that the holes
with nonzero probability can invade the space of their nearest neighbors and disturb them, so the melting
process initiates at M = 75 - 50. This crystallization threshold value of M in three-dimensional plasmas
in semiconductors also agree with results of [11] ( M ∼ 80 ). Such values are feasible e.g. in the intermediate valence system Tm [Se,Te] under pressure [12, 13]. PIMC calculations show also that quantum
melting agrees with the Lindemann criterion.

Fig. 4 Electron – hole snapshots for kBT/EB = 0.002 , rse = 3 ,
mh = 800, me = 2.1. Empty (filled) circles are electron (hole) beads.
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Fig. 5 (online colour at: www.pss-b.com) PIMC phase
diagram of electron – hole plasma. The PIMC triangles
directed downward (upward) and to the right (left) correspond to liquid (crystal) structure. The light-grey (red)
color relates to the hole liquid phase, while the dark-grey
(blue) one relates to the hole crystal.

Figure 3e) and f) demonstrate that at fixed density and very low temperature the electron–hole system
with decreasing hole mass can form antiferromagnetic crystal-like structure composed by two perfect
hole lattices each consisting of the holes with the same spin projections. The physical reason of this phenomenon is the strong Fermi repulsion between particles with the same spin projection. Correlation between lattices is defined only by an effective force repulsion, which is weaker at lower hole mass due to
the tunneling of the holes.
Figure 5 presents electron–hole phase diagram obtained by PIMC. In the left lower corner, as in the
Fig. 1, at low temperatures electrons and holes are in the bound states. This region is bounded by lines
related to the 50% and 10% fraction of e–h bound states (estimations of the e–h bound states is given,
for example, in [14]). With increasing density at fixed temperature (rightwards) bound states vanish and
the Mott transition occurs. The dark-grey (blue) line shows the hole liquid-crystal transition, while the
light-grey (green) line relates to transformation of the hole crystal to antiferromagnetic crystal structure.
As example, the PIMC calculations are shown by the color triangles and circles. The light-grey (red)
color relates to the hole liquid phase and the dark-grey (blue) one relates to hole crystal.
The electron–hole phases in Fig. 5 qualitatively agree with estimations of the phase diagram (Fig. 1)
based on the data known for one-component plasma. The main temperature distinction of the lines related to the liquid-crystal transition on Figs. 1 and 5 (by factor of order 1.5 – 2) is connected with higher
stability of the TCP crystal discussed above. Periodic oscillations of electron density lowers the total
energy and the hole crystal can exist at higher temperature than in OCP with fixed homogeneous negative background. The second difference of the phase diagrams is related to transition of hole crystal to
the antiferromagnetic crystal structure.
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